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Description:
Hell Above Earth tells an unforgettable story of two World War II American bomber pilots who forged an unexpected but enduring bond in the
flak-filled skies over Nazi Germany. But theres a twist: one of them was related to the head of the Luftwaffe, Reich Marshal Herman Goering, and

the other had secret orders from FBI Director J. Edgar Hoover, to kill him if anything went wrong during their missions.A heart-wrenching
Greatest Generation buddy story, an adrenaline-filled account of aerial combat, and a work of popular history, Hell Above Earthcenters around
the authors discovery of a half-century old secret that has far-reaching and deeply personal repercussions for the pilots, and profound
consequences for the FBI and the Mighty Eighth Air Force.

This book had the potential to be a great read as the story is very interesting, but unfortunately the story is not well told. The information in this
book is very minimilistic compared to other books and could easily have been gotten from the internet and some of the chapters are very short (2
pages). The author also lost my confidence early on where he states that Herman Goring was a fighter ace and describes an ace as someone with
10 aerial kills, where the correct number is 5!! Very disappointing book and would recommend picking something else of your to-read shelf.
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